Cyclic Cushing's syndrome: a clinical challenge
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Abstract

Cyclic Cushing’s syndrome (CS) is a rare disorder, characterized by repeated episodes of cortisol excess interspersed by periods of normal cortisol secretion. The so-called cycles of hypercortisolism can occur regularly or irregularly with intercyclic phases ranging from days to years. To formally diagnose cyclic CS, three peaks and two troughs of cortisol production should be demonstrated. Our review of 65 reported cases demonstrates that cyclic CS originates in 54% of cases from a pituitary corticotroph adenoma, in 26% from an ectopic ACTH-producing tumour and in about 11% from an adrenal tumour, the remainder being unclassified. The pathophysiology of cyclic CS is largely unknown. The majority of patients with cyclic CS have clinical signs of CS, which can be either fluctuating or permanent. In a minority of patients, clinical signs of CS are absent. The fluctuating clinical picture and discrepant biochemical findings make cyclic CS extremely hard to diagnose. Clinicians should therefore be aware of this clinical entity and actively search for it in all patients with suspected CS but normal biochemistry or vice versa. Frequent measurements of urinary cortisol or salivary cortisol levels are a reliable and convenient screening tool for suspected cyclic CS. Cortisol stimulation or suppression tests may give spurious results owing to spontaneous falls or rises in serum cortisol at the time of testing. When cyclic CS is biochemically confirmed, further imaging and laboratory studies are guided by the presence or absence of ACTH dependency. In cases of suspected ectopic ACTH production, specific biochemical testing for carcinoids or neuroendocrine tumours is required, including measurements of serotonin in platelets and/or urine, chromogranin A and calcitonin.
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Introduction

In a small subgroup of patients with Cushing’s syndrome (CS), cortisol secretion is only periodically increased. This phenomenon of intermittent hypercortisolism – also called cyclic CS – may be easily missed in clinical practice with consequential treatment delay. Searching English literature, we found 65 case reports of cyclic CS, which form the basis of the present review.

Cortisol secretion patterns

In healthy individuals, cortisol is secreted on a diurnal rhythm with peak cortisol concentrations early in the morning and a nadir around midnight (1). Cortisol secretion also follows ultradian (lasting < 24 h) and infradian (lasting > 24 h) rhythms, superimposed on the diurnal cycle (1–3). The ultradian rhythm consists of six to nine brief bursts of cortisol secretion followed by cessation of secretion in ~ 3-h cycles throughout a 24-h period (1, 2). These bursts of cortisol cluster during the second half of the sleep period and the subsequent morning waking time. The infradian rhythms are of low amplitude and last weeks to months (3). All these distinct rhythms are supposed to be primarily determined by the actions of corticotrophin releasing hormone (CRH) and adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH).

With few exceptions, patients with CS classically lack the normal circadian rhythm (4). In patients with cyclic CS, hypercortisolism is present periodically. During the intercyclic phase, serum cortisol might be slightly elevated, normal or even subnormal. This phenomenon has first been reported as a distinct clinical entity by Bailey in 1971 (5), but in retrospect, this phenomenon had already been recognized earlier (6–8).

Definitions and criteria of cyclic CS

Generally accepted criteria to diagnose cyclic CS include three peaks and two troughs of cortisol production (9). Although these criteria apply for most patients, they might be hard to fulfil in others, particularly if the intercyclic phase is large. Different classifications and terms for cyclic CS are used. Shapiro et al. related the clinical expression to the pattern of
cyclic cortisol overproduction in 44 patients with cyclic CS (10). They grouped CS cases in four categories:

- **Category 1**: regular cyclic hormonogenesis with non-variable clinical expression
- **Category 2**: regular cyclic hormonogenesis with periodic clinical expression
- **Category 3**: irregular cyclic hormonogenesis with corresponding clinical signs and symptoms
- **Category 4**: irregular cyclic hormonogenesis with constant clinical manifestations

Based on this classification, different terms for cyclic CS have been used, including periodic hormonogenesis (category 1) (5) and intermittent CS (category 3) (11). Besides, several other descriptions have been used, such as periodic CS (12), intermittent hypercortisolism (13), cyclic hormonogenesis (14) and periodic CS (15). Irrespective of permanent or variable clinical expression, the cycle length of hypercortisolism is remarkably constant within one subject but can vary from days to months between individuals. In patients with irregular cortisol activity, the cycle frequency may vary from 10 times in 3 months to twice in 5 years. It is therefore clear that not all patients can be reliably classified according to the cortisol secretion pattern or clinical expression, particularly if the disease has a prolonged nature. In addition, such classification has no clinical consequence, since it does not influence the treatment. It thus seems appropriate to unify these different classifications into one clinical entity. In this article, we will use the term cyclic CS to describe both patients with regular as well as those with irregular hypersecretion of cortisol, irrespective of the variation in clinical expression.

**Prevalence**

The estimated annual incidence of Cushing’s disease in the general population ranges from 0.1 to 1.0 per 100,000 and that of other causes of CS is five to six times lower (16). Cyclic CS is considered to be far more rare. Its prevalence is likely to be underestimated, since cyclic CS is easily overlooked. Furthermore, previously reported spontaneous remissions of CS may in fact be the consequence of unrecognized cyclic hormonogenesis. Three small studies indicate that cyclic CS is indeed more common than expected. McCance et al. evaluated serum cortisol levels in 41 patients with Cushing’s disease who underwent transphenoidal surgery (17). Cyclic cortisol production appeared to be present in seven (17%) of them. Streiten and co-workers determined the frequency of intermittent hypercortisolism in 31 patients with Cushing’s disease after transphenoidal surgical procedures, and demonstrated intermittent hypercortisolism in six subjects (19%). Atkinson et al. followed 14 patients with CS during 2 years by frequent cortisol measurements and documented cyclic hormonogenesis in five patients (36%) (19). These data suggest that cyclic cortisol production is present in about 20–40% of patients with CS, which might only be detected by careful investigation of the cortisol secretion pattern.

Cyclic CS has also been reported in children, and is even common in the rare disorder of adrenocortical hyperplasia (20–22).

**Literature retrieval of cyclic CS cases**

In order to assess the spectrum of the clinical and laboratory characteristics of patients with cyclic CS, we evaluated all reported cases since 1960. For this purpose, a PubMed search was performed using the keywords ‘cyclic’, ‘periodic’, ‘intermittent’, ‘Cushing’ and ‘hypercortisolism’. Furthermore, reference lists were manually checked for relevant articles.

Excluded were case reports published in medical journals with non-English abstracts or those missing essential clinical data required for analysis. Using this search 65 reported cases were identified that were suitable for further analysis (5, 7, 9–15, 20, 21, 23–67).

**Clinical characteristics**

All major causes of hypercortisolism can manifest in patients with cyclic CS. Table 1 shows the data of 65 patients with cyclic CS, divided according to the aetiology of cortisol excess. Cushing’s disease was the underlying cause in 54%, ectopic secretion of ACTH in 26%, and primary adrenal CS in 11%. In comparison, the corresponding prevalences of patients with CS in general are 68, 12, and 20% respectively (68). Thus, it appears that occurrence of ectopic ACTH syndrome is more frequent in patients with cyclic CS.

Carcinoids are the most frequently reported cause of patients with cyclic ectopic ACTH secretion. Of note, no cyclic CS due to small cell lung cancer has been reported, which is remarkable in view of the relatively high frequency of this malignancy in patients with ectopic ACTH production (69, 70). It is plausible that cyclic cortisol activity is difficult to demonstrate in such patients due to the rapidly progressive course of the disease.

As with classic hypercortisolism, cyclic CS is found more commonly among women than men, with a female to male ratio of 3:1 (Table 2). The disorder usually becomes manifest in the fifth decade, but may present from early infancy until older age (highest reported age at presentation being 72 years).

Ten children and adolescent patients (five boys and five girls), with an age ranging from 1 to 17 years, have been reported so far with cyclic CS. Two had Cushing’s disease, two suffered from carcinoid tumour (one thymic carcinoid and one renal carcinoid) and three had bilateral pigmented micronodular adrenal hyperplasia. In the remaining three children, no classifying diagnosis could be made. These
underlying causes are also found in children with classic CS, with a comparable frequency (16, 71).

Cyclic CS may present with only one typical feature of CS. The majority (95%) of patients with cycling CS, however, have at least two features which are considered to be typical for CS (Table 2). Disorders such as glucose intolerance, mood disturbances, acne, hirsutism and amenorrhoea are present in a substantial proportion of patients. Mood disturbances may include severe depression, psychosis, neurosis, irritability, emotional lability or memory disturbances which often dominate the clinical picture. In case of mood disturbances, it has to be determined whether hypercortisolism is the cause (true cycling CS) or consequence (i.e. pseudo-CS; see further).

Pathophysiology of cyclic CS

The pathophysiology of cyclic CS is still largely unknown. It has been proposed that episodic hemorrhage or synchronic growth and death of ACTH- or cortisol-producing tumour cells may lead to periodic hypercortisolism (67). In support of this theory, necrosis has been found in removed corticotroph

Prognosis

The life expectancy of patients with cyclic CS is unknown, because there are no well-designed cohort studies on this topic. From our clinical data, no reliable conclusions can be made, since they are likely to be influenced by selection and publication bias.

Patients with cyclic Cushing’s disease who underwent neurosurgical intervention appear to have a high recurrence rate (63%) and a low remission rate (25%) (72), which is in line with a recurrence in 11 out of 21 patients (52%) after neurosurgery in our current analysis. In comparison, a cure rate of ~80% is usual in patients with non-cyclic Cushing’s disease (68).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Number of cases (n=65)</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pituitary ACTH</td>
<td>35 (54%)</td>
<td>(9, 10, 11a, 13, 14, 23, 24, 25–44a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ectopic ACTH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thymic carcinoid</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>(5 12 15 45–49 51–58 66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronchial carcinoid</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(5, 45, 46, 55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancreatic carcinoid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal carcinoid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastric carcinoid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epithelial thymoma</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phaeochromocytoma</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occult</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(49, 52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrenal</td>
<td>7 (11%)</td>
<td>(7, 10, 20a, 21, 59–61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenoma</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(10, 60a, 61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pigmented nodular adrenocortical disease</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(20, 21, 59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperplasia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclassified</td>
<td>6 (9%)</td>
<td>(50 62–66)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Reference reporting more than 1 patient with cyclic Cushing’ syndrome.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Overall (n=65)</th>
<th>Pituitary (n=35)</th>
<th>Ectopic ACTH (n=17)</th>
<th>Adrenal (n=7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female sex, n (%)</td>
<td>47 (72)</td>
<td>25 (71)</td>
<td>13 (76)</td>
<td>4 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at diagnosis, median (range), years</td>
<td>41 (0–72)</td>
<td>41 (4–71)</td>
<td>43 (12–72)</td>
<td>21 (0–46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cushing features*, n (%)</td>
<td>61 (94)</td>
<td>32 (91)</td>
<td>17 (100)</td>
<td>6 (86)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus or glucose intolerance</td>
<td>25 (38)</td>
<td>12 (34)</td>
<td>8 (47)</td>
<td>1 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood disorders</td>
<td>15 (23)</td>
<td>6 (17)</td>
<td>3 (18)</td>
<td>2 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acne</td>
<td>7 (11)</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
<td>2 (12)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirsutism</td>
<td>15 (23)</td>
<td>9 (26)</td>
<td>4 (24)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amenorrhoea (% of women)</td>
<td>6 (13)</td>
<td>6 (17)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle length, median (range), days</td>
<td>21 (3–510)</td>
<td>18 (0.5–510)</td>
<td>30 (4–180)</td>
<td>35 (14–60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercyclic phase, median (range), days</td>
<td>30 (1–2160)</td>
<td>20 (1–1642)</td>
<td>35 (1–2160)</td>
<td>120 (60–720)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survival, % of reported (n/n)</td>
<td>94 (58/62)</td>
<td>97 (33/34)</td>
<td>80 (12/15)</td>
<td>100 (7/7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up, years, median (range)</td>
<td>2.7 (0.08–26)</td>
<td>3 (0.08–13)</td>
<td>2.25 (0.8–11)</td>
<td>7 (1–26)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aIncluding cases with an uncertain origin of cyclic hypercortisolism.

*bTwo or more of the following signs: hypertension, truncal obesity, buffalo hump, moon face, oedema, muscle weakness, striae.
adenoma of patients with cyclic CS (28, 51, 53), although others failed to find such necrotic areas in ACTH-secreting tumoural tissue (5). Cyclic Cushing’s disease has been reported in association with a pituitary stone (44), the latter being thought to represent calcification of infarcted neoplastic tissue, in line with the proposed theory. Nevertheless, the strict regularity of cyclic cortisol secretion, observed in several patients with cyclic CS, is difficult to explain by fluctuating cell growth and death only. Another mechanism might be persistence of negative feedback control of tumoural ACTH secretion by cortisol in cyclic CS (54). A third theory regards only cyclic Cushing’s disease and supposes a hypothalamic origin, with periodic changes in substances contributing to pituitary ACTH secretion being involved. These neurotransmitters include CRH, noradrenaline (NA), dopamine, acetylcholine and γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA). Some patients with cyclic Cushing’s disease respond on sodium valproate, a GABA agonist, which inhibits CRH secretion without affecting pituitary ACTH secretion (35). So, this may imply an important pathogenetic role for CRH in cyclic Cushing’s disease, although this mechanism has not been confirmed in another study (43). Changes in the central dopaminergic tone may also be responsible for cyclic Cushing’s disease (73). Accordingly, patients with cyclic Cushing’s disease may effectively respond to the dopamine agonist bromocriptine (36, 43). In rats, central NA inhibits ACTH secretion and inversely relates with plasma corticosterone (74). Considering that dopamine suppresses vasopressin (75), it is of interest that in one case both ACTH and vasopressin were found to be secreted in a cyclical pattern (64), illustrating a possible influence of an altered central dopaminergic system in the development of cyclic Cushing’s disease. Furthermore, hypothalamic serotonin production might be involved in the development of cyclic Cushing’s disease. It has been suggested that cyproheptadine, which has predominant antiserotonin effects on the hypothalamus, lowers hypercortisoluria (27) and might induce a clear reduction in magnitude and frequency of ACTH pulses in cyclic CS (42). Finally, in cyclic CS, simultaneous expression of both ghrelin and growth hormone secretagogue receptors has been documented in a bronchial carcinoid tumour that gave rise to ectopic ACTH expression. This might imply that ACTH secretion by this tumour is regulated in an autocrine or paracrine manner (46).

**Differential diagnosis of cyclic CS**

Diagnosing cyclic CS can be extremely difficult, and any aetiology of CS can manifest with periodic glucocorticoid hypersecretion. Furthermore, clinical manifestations vary widely intra- and interindividually and can even remain absent in some patients with cyclic CS. In the differential diagnosis, the following conditions should be considered: mild and subclinical CS, pseudo-Cushing’s states, aberrant receptor-mediated CS, factitious CS and glucocorticoid resistance.

**Mild and subclinical CS**

Recommended initial screening studies for CS are assessment of urinary free cortisol excretion in at least three 24 h urine collections and the low-dose overnight dexamethasone suppression test (76, 77). However, no single test has optimal diagnostic accuracy. In case of strong clinical suspicion for CS but normal initial work up, clinical follow-up and repeated testing over time is warranted. This approach allows to determine progression of the clinical and biochemical abnormalities over time, and to demonstrate whether cortisol overproduction occurs in a periodic fashion. The combined 2 mg dexamethasone–CRH test is accurate in differentiating between mild Cushing’s disease and normal physiology (78) but has not been evaluated in cyclic CS. The role of late night salivary cortisol sampling as screening test for CS is not yet clear. The entity of subclinical CS, characterized by subclinical autonomous glucocorticoid hypersecretion, is mostly confined to incidentally discovered adrenal masses (79–81). Diagnostic criteria vary between studies. As with mild CS, follow-up is needed to determine whether progression to overt disease occurs.

**Pseudo-Cushing’s states**

As reviewed elsewhere (77), pseudo-Cushing’s state is characterized by a clinical picture resembling true CS together with biochemical abnormalities suggestive of hypercortisolism, which resolves after resolution of the underlying non-endocrine cause. Depression and alcohol abuse are important causes of a pseudo-Cushing’s state. Recognizing that depression and alcohol abuse can cause reversible abnormalities in the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis is important for differentiating cyclic CS from these conditions. Urinary free cortisol excretion shows considerable overlap between patients with depression and CS (77). Depressed patients frequently demonstrate insufficient suppression of urinary and serum cortisol in response to the 2 mg dexamethasone test (77). A serum cortisol response to insulin-induced hypoglycaemia is usually preserved in depressed patients, whereas this response is blunted in most patients with CS (76). The combined 2 mg dexamethasone–CRH test may be used to differentiate between depression and CS with a reported sensitivity and specificity of 100% (82). Measurement of midnight circulating cortisol is also helpful to distinguish between CS and abnormalities in cortisol metabolism associated with depression (83).
**Aberrant receptor-mediated CS**

In rare cases, cyclic CS may result from the presence of aberrant adrenal receptors. Two different forms should be considered in the context of the cyclic CS. First, cases of transient hypercortisolism have been reported during pregnancy due to aberrant adrenal LH receptor expression. This has been documented in a woman with ACTH-independent bilateral macronodular adrenal hyperplasia, who experienced symptoms compatible with CS during her four pregnancies (84). Secondly, CS may be ‘food dependent’ as a result of ectopic expression of receptors for gastric inhibitory polypeptide. This phenomenon has been described in some patients with ACTH-independent bilateral macronodular adrenal hyperplasia or an adrenal adenoma. It is characterized by low fasting serum cortisol levels which increase after food intake (84). In fact, there is no true cyclic nature of cortisol overproduction but only food-induced hypercortisolism. Of note, the low-dose dexamethasone suppression test will be false negative, if performed in the fasting state. Furthermore, a reversed diurnal serum cortisol pattern is commonly found.

**Factitious CS**

Several cases have been described in which initial biochemical testing suggested the presence of CS, but in whom periodic hypercortisolaemia and/or an erratic combination of serum and urinary cortisol measurements led to a diagnosis of factitious CS (85–89). Some patients intermittently ingested hydrocortisone or cortisone acetate, or added hydrocortisone to their urine specimens. This resulted in largely variable and sometimes strongly elevated serum or urinary cortisol levels. In other cases, self-administration of synthetic glucocorticoids such as prednisone and prednisolone resulted in spuriously elevated urinary cortisol levels. Urinary cortisol is still measured by RIA in many laboratories, and this type of assay shows cross-reactivity with synthetic glucocorticoids (88, 89). When factitious CS is suspected, specific urinary cortisol measurement using gas chromatography/mass spectrometry enables to distinguish cortisol from synthetic glucocorticoids (88, 89). Moreover, endogenous cortisol overproduction due to cyclic CS is accompanied by elevated urinary levels of cortisol metabolites (85).

**Glucocorticoid resistance**

 Syndromes of glucocorticoid resistance also need to be considered in the differential diagnosis of cyclic CS, because both disorders can give rise to a discrepancy between clinical and laboratory findings, in particular at initial evaluation. Glucocorticoid resistance varies in severity and this syndrome has been extensively reviewed elsewhere (90). The syndrome is hallmark by hypercortisolism with a stimulated hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis resulting from impaired cortisol action at the cellular level. Patients do not have a typical Cushingoid appearance, but women may have high androgen levels due to ACTH-driven adrenal overproduction. Both, urinary free cortisol excretion and serum cortisol levels are increased. The cortisol circadian rhythm is preserved, as is the cortisol response to insulin-induced hypoglycaemia.

**Laboratory studies**

Laboratory findings in cyclic and non-cyclic CS are very similar, except for the temporary character in the former group. Periodic hypokalaemia and/or hyperglycaemia commonly occur among patients with cyclic CS. Furthermore, intermittent leucocytosis may be one of the presenting features (60). Table 3 shows the highest reported plasma ACTH levels and urinary free cortisol excretion in the 65 cases with cyclic CS, stratified according to the underlying cause. Patients with ectopic ACTH production appear to have plasma ACTH levels that are far more higher than patients with Cushing’s disease, in line with previous findings (69) but discordant with others (91). Urinary excretion of cortisol in these patients may considerably exceed levels measured in patients with Cushing’s disease or adrenal adenoma. In patients with ectopic ACTH secretion, urinary free cortisol levels may be as high as 115 000 nmol per 24 h (53). We recently evaluated a patient with cyclic CS whose 24-h urinary cortisol excretion varied more than 1000-fold, i.e. from 27 to 28 000 nmol within 1 week (66). Of note, episodes of hypercortisolism can be followed by a phase of hypocortisolism, sometimes even requiring cortisol substitution (29). Finally, rare laboratory abnormalities can be found in cyclic CS. For example, corticosteroid-binding globulin (CBG) deficiency was found in a patient

| Table 3 Laboratory characteristics of 65 patients with cyclic Cushing’s syndrome. |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                 | Overall (n=65) | Pituitary (n=35) | Ectopic ACTH (n=17) | Adrenal (n=7) |
| ACTH (pg/ml, median (range))     | 140 (0–4421)   | 100 (6–942)     | 260 (55–4421)    | 0 (0–148<sup>b</sup>) |
| Urinary cortisol (nmol/24 h, median (range)) | 4810 (35–115 197) | 2147 (35–31 500) | 9655 (2061–115 197) | 998 (535–8195) |

<sup>a</sup>Including cases with an uncertain origin of cyclic hypercortisolism.

<sup>b</sup>One patient had detectable ACTH due to interfering substances in the ACTH assay (reference (60)).
with cyclic CS (23). Biochemical evaluation showed elevated serum-free cortisol levels with low CBG values, indicating the relevance of serum-free cortisol or salivary cortisol measurements in unusual cases.

Once cyclic CS is suspected, timing of laboratory testing and repeated measurements is essential. Such laboratory evaluation may be done by frequent measurements of 24-h urinary free cortisol excretion. However, incomplete collections may lead to falsely lower cortisol values. To overcome these problems, serial overnight cortisol/creatinine ratios are useful (52). In addition, regular salivary cortisol measurements may also be a valuable tool to demonstrate cyclic CS (25, 26). Its strong correlation with free plasma cortisol (92) and urinary free cortisol levels (26) makes it an attractive procedure in diagnosing CS (93).

In patients with cyclic CS, the usefulness of additional endocrine tests, such as the high-dose dexamethasone suppression test and CRH stimulation test to differentiate between pituitary and ectopic ACTH hypersecretion, is questionable. The cortisol response is largely affected by the cyclic cortisol activity. For instance, a dexamethasone suppression test performed during the inclining part of a cycle might disclose that serum cortisol does not suppress or even increases. Indeed, several reports have shown a so-called paradoxical response to dexamethasone (9, 40, 52, 55), which also occurs in primary pigmented nodular adrenocortical disease (94). Conversely, an initial dexamethasone suppression performed just as the elevated steroids are about to fall spontaneously might be falsely interpreted as adequate suppression. Similarly, stimulation tests with CRH or metyrapon may reveal a blunted response of serum cortisol or plasma ACTH, when carried out in the decremental phase of a cycle, again leading to misdiagnosis.

When ectopic ACTH secretion is suspected, biochemical evaluation of carcinoid tumours should be performed, as these tumours most commonly occur in this situation. These tumours produce biogenic amines, which allow for specific biochemical detection. Platelet serotonin levels and urinary excretion of both serotonin and its metabolite 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA) are useful for screening. Measurement of urinary 5-HIAA excretion is widely performed, although its specificity for carcinoid screening is limited (95). Furthermore, urinary 5-HIAA only detects a substantial rise in serotonin metabolism, while foregut carcinoids, such as thymic and bronchial carcinoids, usually have a low serotonin turnover. Platelet serotonin content is not affected by food-derived serotonin, and its measurement allows detecting small increases in serotonin production (96). Another carcinoid marker is urinary serotonin, but this assay is not widely used. Urinary serotonin is derived from circulating free serotonin or it is formed from its circulating precursor 5-hydroxytryptophan (5-HTP) by the enzyme aromatic L-amino acid decarboxylase (AADC) present in renal tubules. Especially in foregut carcinoids, urinary serotonin excretion can be elevated, while platelet serotonin or urinary 5-HIAA is normal. The assumed mechanism is that foregut carcinoids lack AADC, as evidenced by elevated 5-HTP levels in such patients (97, 98). Chromogranin A is useful as a general neuroendocrine tumour marker in patients with suspected ectopic ACTH secretion. In a recent National Institutes of Health (NIH) series of ectopic CS (91), serum calcitonin was elevated in about 70% of patients with ectopic ACTH production, including all patients with medullary thyroid cancer. As calcitonin is known to be normal in patients with Cushing’s disease and frequently elevated in carcinoids and other neuroendocrine tumours, it may help to discriminate between an ectopic and pituitary source of ACTH hypersecretion.

**Diagnostic approach to a patient with possible cyclic CS**

It can be extremely difficult to establish a diagnosis of cyclic CS. Moreover, it should be realized that no definite scheme is available for its diagnosis, and that the laboratory work up for diagnosing and differentiating CS varies between centres. Emphasizing that clinical awareness of the existence of cyclic CS is most important, we propose the following guidelines for the work up of a patient with possible cyclic CS.

Patients with suspected cyclic CS can be distinguished in two distinct clinical categories, each with a specific differential diagnosis and work up.

**Category I: clinical suspicion of CS but normal or discrepant biochemical findings**

In case of clinical suspicion of CS, cyclic CS should be considered when initial laboratory results (urinary free cortisol excretion or serum cortisol levels before or after overnight dexamethasone suppression) are abnormal, but when laboratory tests appear to be normal during follow-up or at time of performing differentiation tests. Cyclic CS should also be considered in case of clinical suspicion of CS, but normal initial laboratory results. In these situations, we propose the following differential diagnostic approach:

A) Cyclic CS: repeat measurements of urinary free cortisol and/or salivary cortisol levels during months to years; attempt to establish three peaks and two troughs over time; perform differentiation tests only during phase of cortisol excess.

B) Mild or subclinical CS: repeat laboratory measurements; consider combined dexamethasone–CRH test.

C) Pseudo-Cushing’s states: in case of depression or alcohol abuse consider combined insulin tolerance test or dexamethasone–CRH test; in case of alcohol
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abuse, consider repeated testing after period of supervised alcohol abstinence.

D) aberrant receptor-mediated CS: consider in case of cyclic hormonogenesis with active phase during pregnancy, and in case of discrepant results between urinary free cortisol excretion and 0800 h fasting serum cortisol after overnight dexamethasone suppression. For these situations, specific stimulation tests are available (84).

**Category II: biochemical evidence for cortisol excess but low clinical suspicion of CS**

When initial laboratory findings show cortisol excess, but typical clinical signs of CS are hardly found, cyclic CS may be still present. In these situations, we propose the following differential diagnostic approach:

A) Cyclic CS: see above.

B) Factitious CS: consider when various laboratory results are discrepant; consider using most specific laboratory tests for assessment of hypercortisoluria and endogenous cortisol production; repeat laboratory measurements over time.

C) Glucocorticoid resistance: consider in case of laboratory evidence for cortisol excess but no typical clinical signs and symptoms; consider insulin tolerance test; repeat laboratory measurement to rule out a marked cyclic pattern.

### Imaging studies

Obviously, as in non-cyclic CS, imaging studies should be guided by the results of the biochemical evaluations. If bilateral inferior petrosal sinus sampling is considered to establish a pituitary origin of ACTH production, then the presence of hypercortisolism should be established shortly beforehand. In the absence of concurrent cortisol excess, this procedure should be postponed.

Localization of ectopic ACTH-secreting processes can be difficult, since in about 15% of patients no underlying tumour is found (69, 91). The recommended diagnostic approach in this situation is computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan of neck, chest and abdomen. MRI seems preferable as it may detect bronchial carcinoid tumours overlooked on CT imaging. Importantly, on CT scans of the anterior mediastinum, thymic remnant tissue and small thymic carcinoid tumours can have a similar appearance particularly in young subjects, potentially leading to incorrect diagnosis (99). As most carcinoid tumours and other neuroendocrine tumours express somatostatin receptors, octreotide receptor scintigraphy has been evaluated for localization of ectopic ACTH-producing tumours. However, the sensitivity for tumour detection appears to be only 49% in a recent NIH series (91). Furthermore, with few exceptions, octreotide scintigraphy in general does not disclose tumours unapparent on conventional imaging (91, 100, 101). If the tumour remains undetected, fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (PET) may be useful (102), but its exact diagnostic position has to be still established (103). For detection of carcinoid tumours, PET using the serotonin precursor 11C-5-HTP is valuable but its availability is limited to a few centres (103). From experience of the NIH group and others, it has become clear that a single positive imaging study easily leads to a false-positive result, while more than one positive imaging study mostly confirms the presence of a true ectopic ACTH-secreting tumour (69, 91, 104). This supports the policy to combine different imaging studies.

### Treatment

A detailed overview of the various treatment options for CS is beyond the scope of this review. For obvious reasons, treatment of cyclic CS is dependent on its cause and is similar to that of patients with sustained hypercortisolism. Thus, neurosurgical treatment, if possible using minimally invasive endoscopic techniques, is the primary therapy for Cushing’s disease (16). Pituitary irradiation, which may comprise conventional irradiation or newer techniques employing stereotactic radiosurgery with the y-knife or the linear accelerator, is a second treatment option (105).

In exceptional cases, bilateral adrenalectomy may be an additional treatment option. Laparoscopic adrenalectomy is warranted in case of unilateral adrenal adenoma, whereas both adrenals should be removed in patients with bilateral (micro)nodular hyperplasia. In case of ectopic ACTH production, removal of the primary process may be more difficult and clearly depends on the exact localization of the ACTH-producing process, usually a carcinoid. Bronchial carcinoids can be treated with video-assisted mini-thoracotomy or with more invasive procedures if necessary. Other tumours, like a thymic carcinoid, each follow their own specific approach. When extensive imaging studies fail to localize the primary ACTH-producing process, bilateral adrenalectomy may be warranted. In subjects in whom both direct removal of the process responsible for ACTH hypersecretion and bilateral laparoscopic adrenalectomy are not possible or contraindicated medical therapy is required. Several drugs can be used for this, including ketoconazole, aminoglutethimide, metyrapone and mitotane (106). In case of ectopic ACTH syndrome, treatment with somatostatin analogues may be considered for amelioration of ACTH secretion and glucocorticoid excess (107, 108). Such treatment is unlikely to exert an important anti-tumoural effect. The potential benefit of somatostatin receptor-targeted radionuclide therapy for ACTH-producing tumours is not yet clear.
Conclusions

Cyclic CS is a rare but well-defined and probably under-reported entity, which poses a greater than usual diagnostic challenge. Clinicians should be aware that hypercortisolism can manifest in a periodic fashion. Cyclic CS can be due to both ACTH-dependent and independent causes, and should be discerned from mild or subclinical CS, pseudo-Cushing’s states, aberrant receptor-mediated CS and factitious CS. Since clinical signs can be limited or even absent, it should also be discerned from glucocorticoid resistance syndromes. The pathophysiology of cyclic CS is still poorly understood. As with CS in general, treatment is dependent on its underlying cause. Whether a cyclic pattern of hypercortisolism affects prognosis is unknown.
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